Observation

On the video it is clearly seen, that ':q!' is written to quit vim, but 'n' character is missed. So that, test fails by timeout.

openQA test in scenario sle-12-SP4-Server-DVD-aarch64-cryptlvm@aarch64 fails in vim

Suggestion

More properly check, that the string ':q!' is typed and 'return' is pressed.

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 0245

Expected result

Last good: 0243 (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

History

#1 - 2018-07-07 16:26 - okurz
- Target version set to future

#2 - 2019-03-05 15:00 - okurz
- Status changed from New to Rejected
- Assignee set to okurz

https://openqa.suse.de/tests/latest?version=12-SP5&arch=aarch64&machine=aarch64&flavor=Server-DVD&distri=sle&test=cryptlvm#next_previous and previous ones are ok.